Started from our work "Fields on the Poincaré Group and Quantum Description of Orientable Objects" (EPJC,2009), we consider here a classification of orientable relativistic quantum objects in 3 + 1 dimensions. In such a classification, one uses a maximal set of 10 commuting operators (generators of left and right transformations) in the space of functions on the Poincaré group. In addition to usual 6 quantum numbers related to external symmetries (given by left generators), there appear additional quantum numbers related to internal symmetries (given by right generators). We believe that the proposed approach can be useful for description of elementary spinning particles considering as orientable objects. In particular, their classification in the framework of the approach under consideration reproduces the usual classification but is more comprehensive. This allows one to give a group-theoretical interpretation to some facts of the existing phenomenological classification of known spinning particles.
Introduction
In our previous work [1] , we discussed an new approach for description orientable quantum relativistic objects in 3 + 1-dimensions. In such an approach, the orientable object is associated with a scalar field f (h) on the Poincaré group M(3, 1) = T (4)× ⊃Spin(3, 1), h ∈ M(3, 1). The field depends on a 4-vector x µ , which gives a position of the object, and on a 6-parameter matrix Z ∈ Spin(3, 1), which describes the object orientation.
The field f (h) admits two kinds of transformations, corresponding to a change of the laboratory, or space-fixed reference frame (s.r.f.), as well as to a change of the local, or body-fixed reference frame (b.r.f.),
Here left multiplication by g
corresponds to a change of the s.r.f. (Lorentz transformations), whereas right multiplication by g r corresponds to a change of the b.r.f.. There are two sets of transformation generators -right and left ones, and they are used to construct a maximal set of commuting operators in the space of functions f (h).
The set of all the transformations (1) form the direct product M(3, 1) × M(3, 1). Possible external symmetries correspond to the left transformations, whereas some of possible internal symmetries correspond to the right transformations. Indeed, external symmetries are usually defined as symmetries of the enclosing space, i.e., symmetries with respect to a change of the s.r.f., while internal ones are defined as symmetries of the body itself, in particular, symmetries with respect to a change of the b.r.f..
We believe that the proposed approach can be useful for description of known elementary spinning particles. In particular, their classification within this approach (considering spinning particles as orientable objects) could be more complete and consistent.
A classification of orientable objects is natural to define with the help of a maximal set of commuting operators, which are constructed from the generators of transformations (1) . This set contains 10 commuting operators (according to the number of the group parameters) and consists of 4 operator functions of the left generators, 4 operator functions of the right generators and 2 Casimir operators, which can be constructed from the left generators, as well as from the right generators. Such a classification attributes 10 quantum numbers to an orientable quantum object.
On the other side, in relativistic quantum theory of point-like objects there exists the Wigner's classification [2] , based on the left generators (generators of external symmetry transformations). Two Casimir operators determine the representation (mass and spin), while the remaining 4 operators determine, for instance, helicity and momentum. Thus, the Wigner's classification attributes only 6 quantum numbers to a relativistic quantum point-like object.
One ought to mention that in the 1960s, attempts were made to unite internal and external symmetries in the framework of one group. Soon, however, the so-called no-go theorem [3] was proved (under some very general assumptions), stating that the symmetry group of the S-matrix is locally isomorphic to a direct product of the Poincaré group and the group of internal symmetries. However, on this basis, one often makes too strong conclusion that a nontrivial relation between internal and external symmetries is impossible.
As was already said, the transformations (1) of a field f (h) form the direct product of groups of internal and external symmetries, in agreement with mentioned no-go theorem. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated below, a nontrivial relation between internal and external quantum numbers is possible. Both transformation groups, corresponding to a change of the s.r.f. and b.r.f., act in the same space of 10-parameter functions f (h) and have the same Casimir operators which define the mass and the spin. By fixing eigenvalues of the Casimir operators, and therefore fixing the representation, we obviously impose some conditions on the spectra of both left and right operators that enter the maximal set. Thus, in spite of the fact that the left and the right operators commute, their spectra are not independent.
Following our work [1] , studying relativistic orientable objects, we often appeal to the intuitively clear example of a three-dimensional rotator, described by a field on the group SO(3) ∼ SU (2) . The leftĴ 1 ,Ĵ 2 ,Ĵ 3 and rightÎ 1 ,Î 2 ,Î 3 generators of the group SU(2) (being the operators of angular momentum in the s.r.f. and b.r.f.) commute with each other and have the same spectrum at a fixed eigenvalue of the Casimir operator
. Therefore, as long as we know the spectrum of the operatorĴ 3 , we also know the spectrum of the operatorÎ 3 , and, furthermore, these spectra must coincide.
Note that if SU(2)-subgroups of the direct product SU(2) × SU(2) act in different spaces, then their Casimir operatorsĴ 2 andÎ 2 (and the spectra ofĴ 3 andÎ 3 ) would be obviously independent of each other. However, in our case both groups act in the same space (the space of functions of three coordinates of an orientable object in the s.r.f.), which implies the equality ofĴ 2 andÎ 2 .
We also note that Z ∈ SL(2, C) = Spin(3, 1) is, in some sense, redundant for a description of spin. Orientation is given by 6 parameters, whereas a description of spin (spin and projection) requires only 2 parameters. There remain another 4 quantum numbers related to the orientation; these numbers, corresponding to right generators, are internal ones.
The article is organized in the following way:
In section 1, we present a brief summary concerning the field on the Poincaré group (details can be found in [1] ). In sections 2 and 3, we examine two sets of commuting operators in the space of functions on the Poincaré group that correspond to states with a fixed parity and chirality. We then consider properties of right generators from these sets. In section 4, we consider possible physical interpretation of given classification of orientable objects. In sections 5 and 6, some sets of commuting operators are applied to a classification of orientable objects with spin 1/2 and 1. In section 7, we consider classification of the fields on the homogeneous spaces of the Poincaré group.
We emphasize the fact that we examine only non-unitary finite-dimensional representations of the group Spin(3, 1), and, accordingly, those of the group M(3, 1) = T (4)× ⊃Spin(3, 1), which corresponds to finite-component relativistic wave equations ("relativistic quantum mechanics" or "one-particle sector"). Consideration of unitary representations goes beyond the scope of the present article.
Orientable objects. Right and left transformations.
As was already mentioned, for a description of orientable objects it is convenient to use two reference frames: the laboratory (or s.r.f., related to the observer), with an orthobasis e µ , and the local (or b.r.f., related to the body), with the orthobasis ξ n , ξ n = v µ n e µ . For Euclidean spaces, (e i , e j ) = δ ij , and thus the elements of the matrix
For pseudo-Euclidean spaces (in particular, the 4-dimensional Minkowski space) the matrix V is pseudo-orthogonal, V −1 = ηV T η, η = diag(1, −1, . . . , −1). In Minkowski space, by using the homomorphism SL(2, C) ∼ SO 0 (3, 1), one can describe the orientation by the matrix The quantities v ν m ∈ SO 0 (3, 1) are expressed in terms of z [1] ,
We note that v µ n are tetrads, i.e., objects transformed as vectors (with respect to the 1st index, µ) under the change of the s.r.f., being, at the same time, objects transformed as vectors (with respect to the 2nd index, n) under change of the b.r.f.
1 . The position of an orientable object in Minkowski space is therefore given by a 4-vector x (being coordinates of the origin of the b.r.f. in the s.r.f.) and by the matrix of orientation Z. It is known that each 4-vector x can be associated with a hermitian 2 × 2 matrix 2 X,
Thus, the pair (X, Z) ∈ M(3, 1) uniquely determines the position and orientation of the b.r.f. with respect to the s.r.f.; in addition a change of the s.r.f. corresponds to left multiplication by (A, U) −1 , whereas a change of the b.r.f. corresponds to right multiplication by (A, U ):
where A = σ µ a µ and A = σ m a m correspond to translations, while U, U ∈ SL(2, C) correspond to rotations and boosts.
Let us now consider functions of coordinates and orientation -functions on the Poincaré group f (q), q ∈ M(3, 1). The action of the group M(3, 1) ext × M(3, 1) int (here we use the subscripts ext and int, according to the interpretation of left transformations as external ones and that of right transformations as internal ones) in the space of functions f (q) is given by
As a consequence of (7), we have
The mapping q ↔ (X, Z) gives rise to the correspondence
We underline "right" indices in order to avoid confusion, since we shall consider quantities at fixed values of the indices (for instance, spinors z α 1 and z α 2 ). 2 We use two sets of 2 × 2 matrices σ µ = (σ 0 , σ k ) andσ µ = (σ 0 , −σ k ), where σ 0 is a unity matrix and σ k are the Pauli matrices,
and relation (9) takes the form
Using such a parameterization, we find the following relations for left and right transformations, corresponding to changes of s.r.f. and b.r.f.:
According to (12) , x carries the the vector representation of the Lorentz group, while z carries the spinor representation of this group. If one restricts the consideration to functions independent of z, then (12) reduces to transformations of the left quasiregular representation, corresponding to the case of a usual scalar field f ′ (x ′ ) = f (x). If one restricts the consideration to functions independent of x, then (12) reduces to transformations of the left generalized regular representation (GRR) of the Lorentz group.
Generators that correspond to translations and rotations have the form
whereL µν = i(x µ ∂ ν −x ν ∂ µ ) are the operators of orbital momentum projections andŜ µν are the operators of spin projections. The operators of right translations can also be presented in the formP R = −ZP Z † ; the operatorsŜ µν andŜ R mn depend only on z and ∂/∂z,
where
In addition, it is convenient to present the spin operators in terms of three-dimensional vector notation,Ŝ k = 1 2 ǫ ijkŜ ij ,B k =Ŝ 0k , see formulae (59)-(61) of the Appendix. Below, we also consider phase transformations of Z (being symmetry transformations for a field on the Poincaré group [1] ),
with the generator (chirality operator)
In fact, this means a transition to an analysis of the group M(3, 1) ext × M(3, 1) int × U(1).
Maximal sets of commuting operators
A maximal set of commuting operators in the space of the functions on a group contains Casimir operators and an equal number operators that are some functions of left and right generators [4] . Casimir operators that label irreps can be composed of both left and right generators, so that the "left" and "right" mass and spin are the same. For the Poincaré group M(3, 1), we havep
As four operators, composed of left generators (generators of the group M(3, 1) ext ), one can choose the Casimir operatorpŜ =p kŜ k and the generatorsp k of the subgroup M(3) ext . The latter correspond to additive quantum numbers (if the quantum number is additive, then this quantum number of composite system is the sum of the corresponding quantum numbers of subsystems). Eigenfunctions of these operators correspond to definite values of the helicity and the momentum.
Functions of right generators can be chosen in different ways, for instance, the setp
However, as it follows from the explicit form of the operatorp R m , their eigenfunctions f (x, z) contain arbitrarily large powers of z such that the corresponding representation of the Lorentz group is infinite-dimensional.
We choose sets, corresponding to reduction M(3, 1) int ⊃ SL(2, C) int . Two Casimir operators of the "right" Lorentz group SL(2, C) int have the form
whereŜ i andB i are operators of spin and boost projections, see Appendix. In contrast toŜ R mn , being the generators of the group M(3, 1) int , the operators of spin projectionsŜ µν are not generators of the group M(3, 1) ext , see (14) and (15), and therefore operators (24) are functions of right (but not left) generators of the Poincaré group.
For SL(2, C) int we use two sets of commuting operators corresponding to the reduction schemes
In the first case two generatorsŜ R 3 andB R 3 of the maximal commutative (Cartan) subgroup of SL(2, C) int correspond to additive quantum numbers. In the second case the set includes Casimir operatorŜ
Therefore, we shall consider two sets of 10 commuting operators on the group M(3, 1):
including the Lubanski-Pauli operatorŴ 2 , four left generatorsp µ (the eigenvalue of the Casimir operatorp 2 , is evidently expressed through their eigenvalues), and helicitypŜ, expressed through the left generators. The Casimir operatorsŜ 2 −B 2 andŜB of the
Eigenfunctions of the maximal sets of operators (25) are at the same time eigenfunctions of the chirality operatorΓ 5 (20) . Indeed, in the irreps of the Lorentz group T [j 1 j 2 ] an eigenvalue of the chirality operator is Γ 5 = j 1 − j 2 . Besides the states of definite chirality, the states of definite internal parity are obviously also of interest. The operator of space reflectionP anticommutes with the chirality operatorΓ 5 , and also with the operatorsŜB andB R 3 . Therefore, eigenfunctions of these the latter three operators change their sign under the action ofP . The set (26) is more convenient to describe states of definite internal parity, because only one operatorŜB from this set doesn't commute withP . Eigenvalues ofŜB are proportional to (j 1 − j 2 )(j 1 + j 2 + 1), see (63). Thus, one can use quantum numbers, corresponding to the set (26) , to characterize eigenstates ofP , with only one change (replacement the sign of j 1 − j 2 by internal parity η).
Right generators and charges. Spectra
Despite the commutativity of the left and right generators, the corresponding quantum numbers are not independent. Since the same Casimir operators are constructed from left and right generators uniformly, within the framework of a representation (fixing their eigenvalues), the spectra of the corresponding left and right generators are the same.
The relation between left and right generators can be easily seen on the example of the group of three-dimensional rotations SU(2), describing a three-dimensional non-relativistic rotator [5, 6, 7] . Until recently, it has been the only example of a well-developed (by Wigner, Casimir and Eckart, back in the 1930's) theory, based on use of both left and right transformations.
The concept of two coordinate systems is always present in the problem of rotation of a solid body, independently of the fact whether it is described classically or quantum mechanically. One coordinate system (laboratory, or s.r.f.) is associated with the surrounding objects, while another one (molecular, or b.r.f.) is associated with the body. Accordingly, there are two sets of operators of angular momentum -in the s.r.f. (left generators of the rotation groupĴ k ) and in the b.r.f. (right generators of the rotation groupÎ k ).
The maximal set of commuting operators in the space of functions on the group SU(2) ∼ SO(3) consist of total angular momentumĴ 2 =Î 2 and two projections:Ĵ 3 in s.r.f. andÎ 3 in b.r.f. A classification of rotator sates |j m k is made with the help of this set,
By virtue of the relationĴ 2 =Î 2 the left and right irreps are labeled by the same j and the operatorsĴ 3 andÎ 3 have the same spectrum, namely, their eigenvalues m and k belong to the set −j, −j + 1, . . . , j − 1, j. The operatorÎ 3 , distinguishing equivalent representations in the decomposition of the left GRR of the rotation group into irreps, corresponds to an additive quantum number, independent of a choice of the s.r.f. This number plays an important role in the theory of molecular spectra [7, 8] .
Let us now consider the groups of motions M(D) and M(D, 1), including rotations and translations. The generators of left rotations in this case consist of two summandsthe orbital and spin momenta,Ĵ µν =L µν +Ŝ µν , whereas the generators of right rotations depend only on z,Ĵ R mn =Ŝ R mn . The simplest example is a three-parameter group M(2). Here, we deal only with one operator of projection of the angular momentum,Ĵ =L +Ŝ; the operator of right projection coincides with the operator of spin projection,Ĵ R = −Ŝ. The maximal set of commuting operators can be composed of the operators of momentum and spin:
For the group M(3), the maximal set contains 6 commuting operators, which can be chosen as (reduction
Functions on the group M(3, 1) depend on 10 parameters, and, accordingly, there are 10 commuting operators (two Casimir operators and two sets of four operators, constructed from left (14) and right (15) generators), see (25) .
For a fixed mass and spin, i.e., in the framework of a representation determined by the Casimir operators of the Poincaré group, the spectra of left and right generators prove to be the same. In a similar way, the Casimir operators of the Lorentz group (24) are constructed fromŜ µν orŜ mn R uniformly, and, therefore, the spectrum of operators of left and right spin projections for fixed values of j 1 and j 2 is the same. In particular, Casimir
2 of compact subgroups SU(2) ext ⊃ Spin(3, 1) ext and SU(2) int ⊃ Spin(3, 1) int with eigenvalues S(S + 1) and S R (S R + 1) have the same spectrum; S and S R belong to the set |j 1 − j 2 |, |j 1 − j 2 | + 1, . . . , j 1 + j 2 , see (64). Note that "right" quantum numbers S R , S Therefore, an orientable object is characterized by 10 quantum numbers -6 numbers (momentum p µ , spin, helicity) are determined by the left generators and Casimir operators, whereas 4 numbers are determined by the right generators (Lorentz characteristics j 1 , j 2 and two charges). In comparison with the usual description of fields in Minkowski space (4-momentum, spin, spin projection, representation of the Lorentz group), there appear two additional quantum numbers.
However, there is an essential difference between left and right generators: whereas left generators correspond to external, exact, symmetries, right generators correspond to internal symmetries which may be broken.
Let us turn to the example of a nonrelativistic rotator, described by the quadratic
where A k are the moments of inertia. For a completely symmetric rotator (A 1 = A 2 = A 3 = A), not only left transformations but also right ones are symmetry transformations of Hamiltonian (29); the symmetry group is SO(3) ext × SO (3) int . In the axially symmetric case, only the right rotations (with the generatorÎ 3 ) about the axis ξ 3 is a symmetry of the body; the symmetry group is SO(3) ext × SO (2) int . This symmetry corresponds to the additive quantum number k (see (27) ). Finally, in the case of three different momenta of inertia the body is asymmetric, and therefore the left transformations with the generatorŝ I k are not its symmetries; the symmetry group is SO(3) ext .
Returning to the 3+1-dimensional case, we consider the operatorp µΓ µ0 , where Γ µ0 are linear differential operators in z; this operator is invariant under the transformations
. The equations for the eigenvalues of this operator
where ε = ±1, in the subspaces f (x, z, * z) f (x, z, * z), after a separation of the spatial and orientation variables for spin 1/2 and 1 (corresponding to polynomials of 1st and 2nd degree with respect to z), turn into the equations of Dirac and Duffin-Kemmer (see [1] for details).
The chirality operatorΓ 5 , and also the operatorsŜB andB 3 . An answer to this question, in fact, will also answer another question, whether one can consider usual particles as "orientable objects" in the sense of the above definition.
S R 3 charge
One can attempt to associate the charge corresponding to the right generatorŜ R 3 of the Poincaré group to observable characteristics of physical particles. Notice that although the "internal" quantum numbers corresponding to right generators do not change under left transformations, the discrete transformations (automorphisms of the Poincaré group) act on both right and left generators (see [1] for details). The known behavior under discrete transformations helps one to identify right characteristics with properties of physical particles.
As to the operatorŜ R 3 : 1. It corresponds to an additive (conserved) quantum number. 2. It has integer eigenvalues for particles of integer spin and half-integer eigenvalues for particles of half-integer spin.
3. It does not change sign under space reflection. 4. It changes sign under charge conjugation.
Then it follows that this number equals to zero for real neutral particle (i.e., particle that coincides its own antiparticle); at the same time real neutral particles with definite S . For W − , as a charged particle, it is natural to expect S 
Applying the same consideration to other families of fundamental fermions, we find the following classification with respect to the sign of S : ν e ν µ ν τ u c t − 
Therefore, the S R 3 -charge, whose sign changes under bothĈPT -transformation and charge conjugationĈ, distinguishes not only particles and antiparticles but also the "up-down" components in doublets of elementary fermions. This charge is conserved in any interactions, since the carriers of electromagnetic and strong interactions are characterized by S R 3 = 0, whereas we have already examined weak charged currents.
As a consequence of (31) and (32), we find the following empirical expression for S R 3
in terms of other charges:
where L, B, Q are the lepton, baryon and electric charges, respectively. This formula relates the "right" charge S R 3 with observable characteristics of particles. For the above-mentioned fundamental particles of spin 1 the charge S R 3 coincides with the electric charge, whereas for spin 1/2 particles it coincides with the mean value of the electric charge corresponding to a lepton or quark doublet.
We also note that for left particles and right antiparticles S R 3 coincides with the projection of the weak isospin T 3 .
Let us now consider the relation between "right" quantum number S R 3 and spin. We have already noted that spectra of right and left spin operators are not independent, in particular, S R 3 can be only integer for particles of integer spin and half-integer for particles of half-integer spin s, (−1)
and due to (33) we have
In 1961 Michel and Lurçat [9] have noted that for all the known particles with integer B there holds the relation (−1)
in other words, B + L + 2s is always even. Later, this observation resulted in the concept of R-parity, being positive for all the known particles, and defined as
or R = (−1) 3B+L+2s , where the multiplier 3 is introduced for an inclusion of quarks into the analysis.
On the condition that the electric charge is integer, relation (35) is a consequence of (33). Indeed, since the right projection S R 3 and spin s must take integer and half-integer values simultaneously, both (B ± L)/2 and spin s are integer and half-integer simultaneously. Furthermore, for fractional 1/3-multiple charges (quarks), we have (−1) 2s = (−1)
, since 6Q is even-valued. As a consequence, for all particles with integer charge Q or with 1/3-multiple charge Q, R-parity is positive.
Spin 1/2: fermionic quadruplets
Consider irreps of SL(2, C) int , whose weight diagrams are determined by eigenvalues of generators of the right projections of spinŜ 
The states with a definite parity η are eigenfunctions of the operatorP ,P f (x, z) = ηf (x, z); in the rest frame at p 0 = ±m, we have
We note that functions from (38) are eigenfunctions forΓ 00 andp 0 , and, therefore, they are solutions of the left-invariant equation (30).
Assuming a symmetry violation under right transformations of the Poincaré group, and retaining only the particle-antiparticle symmetry, we find that a mixed picture becomes possible: S
States from (37) correspond to the massless or ultra-relativistic case, when one has two chiral left fermions (for example, e − L and ν L ) and two chiral right antifermions (e + R and ν R ), see Fig.1a .
The massive electron and neutrino correspond to states from (38). In this case, the electron e − and the neutrino ν have a positive internal parity; the positron e + and the antineutrinoν have a negative internal parity, see Fig.1b .
Finally, states from (39) can be considered as a good approximation within the range of energies much larger than the neutrino mass. In this approximation, the quadruplet of leptons e − ,ẽ + , ν L ,ν R contains an electron with a positive internal parity, a positron with a negative internal parity; a massless neutrino can be only a left one (chirality is negative) and the antineutrino can be only a right one (chirality is positive). In addition, a change of signs both of S R 3 and of chirality or parity corresponds to a transition to an antiparticle, whereas a change of sign alone leads to a transition to a state which is not present in (39).
The quark quadruplet u,ũ, d,d, where u and d are characterized by the same internal parity η = 1, and, according to (32), by opposite signs of S Note that besides the eigenfunctions ofŜ R 3 one can also construct states with definite charge parity,Ĉf (x, z) = η c f (x, z) (which describe the Majorana neutrino), or withĈPT -parity (the so-called "physical Majorana neutrino", see [10, 11] ).
Let us now consider functions corresponding to a massive particle, moving along the axis x 3 . They can be obtained from functions in the rest frame (38), which are characterized by a certain internal parity, with the help of a Lorentz transformation
the sign of P 0 corresponds to the sign of p 0 ,
By applying these transformations to the state with S
where the first term in the square brackets corresponds to s 3 = 1/2, and the second term corresponds to s 3 = −1/2. In the ultra-relativistic case with a positive a (i.e. with k 3 > 0) there remain only two components,
which are eigenfunctions of the helicity operatorpŜ with the eigenvalues p 3 s 3 = 1 2 k 3 sign s 3 ; these components are also eigenfunctions of the operatorΓ 5 with the same sign. In a similar way, considering the case a < 0 and other states from (38), we conclude that in the ultra-relativistic limit with p 0 > 0 signs of chiralityΓ 5 and helicitypŜ are the same. We stress, that the above conclusions derived for the ultra-relativistic case coincide with the results obtained from the Dirac equation.
Consider now the states corresponding to spin 1/2 particles from the viewpoint of solutions of left-invariant RWE of first order in more detail. Equation (30) 
The sign of the mass term in these equations is ε = η sign p 0 sign S R 3 (see [1, 12, 13] for details). For spin s = 1/2, eigenfunctions of the operatorŜ R 3 and space parityP =Î s are z α ± * zα, z α ± * zα. In the rest frame solutions of two mentioned above Dirac equations with ε = 1 have the form
As is known, the free Dirac equation have solutions corresponding to a pair of nonequivalent irreps of the improper Poincaré group with opposite signs of η and p 0 . Consider the solution (41) of the first equation. Assuming, as usual, that the wave-function of an antiparticle is a bispinor, being charge-conjugated to a certain negative-frequency solution of the Dirac equation [14] , we find that the antiparticle is associated with the function
, being complex-conjugated to the negative-frequency part of solution (41) (ĈPT -conjugation yields
This function is a solution of the equation (30) with the same ε = 1, see the first term of (42); however, it is characterized by opposite signs of η and S R 3 (η = −1, S R 3 = 1/2). Thus, a particle (electron) and a antiparticle (positron) are described by positive-frequency solutions of eq. (30) with ε = 1 and opposite signs of S R 3 and η. There remain two unused functions, e imx 0 (z α + * zα) and e imx 0 (z α + * zα), that correspond to a particle with a negative parity and an antiparticle with a positive parity, which provides solutions of the Dirac equations with ε = −1,
However, these functions with p 0 > 0 can't describe electron or positron: does not exist an electron with negative parity and a positron with positive parity. Consequently, it is natural to associate the remaining functions with another particles, as was done above.
Spin 1
Spin 1 particles are described by quadratic combinations of z, which are transformed with respect to the representations of the Lorentz group T [j 1 j 2 ] , j 1 + j 2 = 1. These are a 6-dimensional adjoint representation T [10] ⊕ T [01] (two complex-conjugate matrices from SO(3, C)) and a 4-dimensional vector representation T [ For this representation all 6 states are characterized by chirality Γ 5 = j 1 −j 2 = ±1. The multiple weight S a pair of states. Notice that states with a definite parity V 0 η=±1 , corresponding to S R 3 = 0 (Fig.2b) , are also characterized by a definite charge parity, and therefore they can describe real neutral particles. 
the chirality Γ 5 = 0. The reduction to the compact subgroup SU (2) gives a triplet and singlet, which can be seen on Fig.3b 
Consequently, in the case s = j 1 + j 2 a necessary and sufficient condition of spinorial irreducibility is given bŷ
For the representations T [s 0] and T [0 s] , this condition is fulfilled identically, since in this caseV µ f (x, z) = 0. In the general case, taking into account that in the momentum representation, the action of the operator q µp µ is reduced to multiplication by a number, we arrive at alternative conditions,
In the first case, we have a space of functions of two 4-vectors p µ , q µ , which are subject to invariant constraints,
In the rest frame, according to (49), we have z
Such an approach to the construction of wave functions, describing elementary particles, was suggested by Wigner in the article [15] , where the discussion was restricted to particles of integer spin and to real-valued q µ with the constraints p 2 = m 2 , p µ q µ = 0, q 2 = −1. Different generalizations of the Wigner's approach were considered in [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] .
The second requirement (48) is only a condition on the functions φ(x) and it does not concern the spinorial variables. Indeed, representing the function f (x, z) in the form
we find [12] that Φ µ (x) obey equations for spin 1-particles in the Proca form
Above we, considering possible values of S ] , which (since a reduction to a compact subgroup was done) is decomposed into a triplet with η = 1 and a singlet with η = −1. They are candidates to describe well-known particles of spin 1 -the triplet of intermediate vector bosons and the photon.
To give an exact answer, let us consider the weight diagram of 6-dimensional adjoint irrep of the Lorentz group (Fig.2) . The multiple weight S R 3 = 0 can be related with real neutral particles -the photon γ and the Z 0 -boson, the weights with S ] , but not for
. Analogously, it is easy to see (Fig.1 ) that e (Fig.3) , but not by (Fig.2) .
7 Quasiregular representations and spin description (geometrical models of spinning particles)
The consideration of GRR of the Poincaré group ensures the possibility of consistent description of particles with arbitrary spin by means of scalar functions on M ×Spin(3, 1), where M is Minkowski space. At the same time, for description of spinning particles it is possible to use the spaces M × L, where L is some homogeneous space of the Lorentz group (one or two-sheeted hyperboloid, cone, projective space and so on); see, for example, [21, 22, 23, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26] . In some papers fields on homogeneous spaces are considered; in other papers such spaces are treated as phase spaces of some classic mechanics, and the latter are treated as models of spinning relativistic particles. These spaces appear in the framework of the next group-theoretical scheme. Let us consider the left quasiregular representation of the Poincaré group
and since x is invariant under right rotations (see (13) )
Therefore the relation (52) defines the representation of the Poincaré group in the space of functions f (x, zK) on M × (Spin(3, 1)/K).
Generally speaking, in the space of scalar functions on Spin(3, 1)/K one can realize only a part of irreps of the Lorentz group, and in the space of scalar functions on M × (Spin(3, 1)/K) one can realize only a part of irreps of the Poincaré group. In particular, the case K = Spin(3, 1) corresponds to a scalar field on Minkowski space. Thus the consideration of left quasiregular representations allows one to construct a number of spin models classified by subgroups K ⊆ Spin (3, 1) . However the dimension of the space M(3, 1)/K is reduced in comparison with M (3, 1) by the number of generators of the group K, respectively the number of commuting operators and the number of quantum numbers is reduced as well.
There exist 13 homogeneous spaces M(3, 1)/K, containing Minkowski space [27, 21, 22] . We will consider 5 such spaces which were used in constructing different geometrical models.
Some homogeneous spaces related to the group SL(2, C).
Name The spaces of functions f (p µ , q µ ) on the hyperboloids is invariant under space reflection, Thus, scalar functions on the homogeneous spaces M×(Spin(3, 1)/K), K ⊂ Spin(3, 1), describe spinning particles, however, they correspond to states where a part of inner (right) quantum numbers is fixed (i.e., they are expressed via other quantum numbers) or are not defined at all. In this case, the number of commuting operators and the number of quantum numbers that characterize the field is reduced by the number of generators of the subgroup K.
Concluding remarks
Orientable objects are described by the field f (x, z) on the Poincaré group. Functions f (x, z) depend on 10 parameters and admit two kinds of transformations -left (change of space-fixed reference frame, or Lorentz transformations) and right (change of body-fixed reference frame). These transformations form the direct product M(3, 1) ext × M(3, 1) int .
An orientable object is characterized by 10 quantum numbers. 8 of them have a standard interpretation (these are the 4-momentum p µ , spin s, helicity, and representation (j 1 , j 2 ) of the Lorentz group).
Two additional quantum numbers S andB R 3 of the group SL(2, C) int ⊂ M(3, 1) int can be interpreted as some charges. Indeed, the charges are additive quantum numbers, being independent of a choice of the laboratory reference frame. Generators of SL(2, C) int commute with the generators M(3, 1) ext (i.e., with the generators of the Lorentz transformations), and therefore "right" quantum numbers S R 3 and B R 3 do not change under a change of the laboratory reference frame. The two additional "right" quantum numbers S R 3 and B R 3 characterizing orientable objects possess some properties with respect to discrete transformations, and their possible values are related to the spin value. It was noted that "right" quantum numbers can be (in fact, uniquely) ascribed to all known elementary particles. Thus, we believe that the complete and, therefore, more adequate description of elementary (spinning) particles is achieved if one considers them as orientable objects and use the corresponding relativistic classification theory developed in this work.
In spite of the fact that left and right transformations commute, the spectra of left and right generatorsŜ R 3 andB R 3 are not independent. In particular, the "right" charges S R 3 and B R 3 must be integer for particles with integer spin and half-integer for particles with half-integer spin. Note that, if S R 3 supposed to be a conserved quantum number, then B R 3 has a definite value only for states with a definite chirality (but not parity, sinceB R 3 does not commute with the parity operator), i.e., B R 3 can be conserved only for massless particles.
The classification of orientable objects yields the following properties in the one-particle sector. For fermions of spin 1/2, there are four states (quadruplet, realized by the up/down components of a weak doublet and by their antiparticles), distinguished by right generators of the Poincaré group: the sign of B R 3 -charge (instead of which one can choose the sign of chirality or internal parity) and by the sign of S R 3 -charge. Particles of spin 1 also form a quadruplet, whose quantum numbers coincide with those of W + , W + , W 0 , A 0 . Besides, potentially there are another 6 states corresponding to the representations T [10] ⊕ T [01] of the group SL(2, C) int .
Note, once again, that in contrast with the left (external) symmetries, the right (internal) symmetries can be generally broken, and, respectively, states related by these symmetries can have different characteristics (including mass).
We have considered a description on a basis of finite-dimensional representations of the Lorentz group (and the related finite-dimensional RWE). In our following work, we hope to consider unitary infinite-dimensional representations of the Lorentz group and the related equations of the Majorana type, as well as the case of interaction.
